A slightly more troublesome member of the slime family.

You had better have your magic ready. Slimes are tough.

They hang out in dark passages. It is much stronger than it looks. More than magic is necessary to defeat this extraordinary creature.

A slightly more troublesome member of the slime family. A tough opponent usually found in caves.

The Magiknights are the Harf's pride.

You are a weak enemy for this powerful monster. A real dog of an opponent.

Not your usual slime. A wattle and ear slime are the result.

Strong and persistent, waffles are almost impossible to destroy.

A real terror of life and the forces near the start of your adventure.

This abomination is hard to remove. Luckily, by the time you meet him, you'll know a few magic spells.

A nasty guy with a nasty temper. A tough opponent usually found in rock caves.

A tough opponent usually found in rock caves. The weakest of the dragon family.
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